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When the Taiwanese monthly magazine
“Linuxer” ceased publication in Febru-
ary 2003, due to its publisher’s financial
problems, readers lost the main Chinese-
language publication on free and Open
Source software in Taiwan. 

To fill this gap, a new electronic
magazine titled “Open Foundry” has
been started by the Institute of Computer
Science at the Academia Sinica, the 
highest academic institution in Taiwan.

According to Ms. Wong, the ex-editor
of “Linuxer“, there were several reasons
why the Taiwanese Linux magazine did
not succeed: As the Linux market in Tai-
wan is still under development, the
magazine hardly had
any advertisement in-
come. 

Originally aimed at
beginners, this target
group dropped out
when the magazine
started introducing ar-
ticles on programming
techniques and sys-
tem design, and thus
confused potential re-
aders with a vague
profile.

But apart from these
ordinary failures in

■ Africa moves to Linux
Saving money, pushing forward the local
software industry, and hence letting the
money circulate within the country
rather than feed it to foreign companies
– according to Mojalefa Moseki, the chief
information officer of South Africa's
State Information Technology Agency,
that’s the main reasons for why South
Africa’s government recently approved
an Open Source strategy. It implies that
government institutions are obliged to
implement Open Source solutions if
analysis shows this being a reasonable
option. 

After her announcement in mid-June,
Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi, the South
African Minister of Public Services and
Administration admitted that this plan
was not just something to be deployed
sometime in the future: “Some elements
of Open Source applications already exist
on government networks, particularly in
e-mail applications.”

But Open Source is – at times faint-
heartedly – blossoming in the poorer
parts of Africa as well, mainly in the
educational sector. Since the formation
of the “Free and Open Source Founda-
tion for Africa” (FOSSFA) at the world
summit on the Information Society in
Geneva in February, several projects
have been started or are at least better
known. Thus, for example, the Finish
Ministry of Foreign affairs sponsors a
pilot project to deploy Open Source soft-
ware in public libraries in Tanzania.

Among the countries where govern-
mental authorities consider utilization of
Open Source software are Kenya and
Ghana. In Nigeria, the non-profit organi-
zation SchoolNet Nigeria, the country’s
Ministry of Education and the local Edu-
cation Tax fund have sponsored internet
access via Linux machines for 35 Niger-
ian high schools. Since the year 2000,
sister organization SchoolNet Namibia
has been helping pupils of close to 250
Namibian schools to utilize the internet
using Linux. And there are more national
SchoolNets in Angola, Egypt, Lesotho,
Uganda, Zimbabwe, Madagascar, Benin,
Gambia, Morocco, South Africa, Zambia
and – only recently formed – Malawi. ■

http://www.linuxsouthafrica.co.za/
http://www.schoolnet.na/
http://www.fossfa.org/

“First give it a try, and then let them
build a distribution that suits our needs”:
Under the aegis of the Institute of Biol-
ogy of the Southern Seas (http://www.
ibss.iuf.net/), a branch of the Ukrainian
National Academy of Sciences, and of
the Russian Linux distributor ASPLinux
(http://www.asplinux.ru/), six seconda-
ry schools in the city of Sevastopol gave
Linux and Open Source software a try. 

In three of the schools, ASPLinux was
used solely, the remaining ones installed
and used ASPLinux along with Win-
dows.

Evaluating their experience with this
setup, the school tutors recently came up

with lots of suggestions how to improve
ASPLinux’ user interface, installation
procedure and choice of application pro-
grams to suit both pupils and teachers
better. 

Based on this feedback, in September
the Moscow-based distributor plans to
release a distribution adopted to the
needs of secondary schools correspond-
ing with Russian and Ukrainian
government programs in the field of
education. This new distribution will be
deployed in the schools that took part in
this research program, and in the course
of half a year all Sevastopol schools plan
to use Linux. ■

■ Ukrainian schools experiment with Linux

■ Chinese electronic bi-weekly replaces “Linuxer” magazine
the publishing market, there is another
interesting aspect: The Chinese Big5
Linux distributions cannot keep up with
the fast-paced development in the Linux
community. Therefore, readers had no
matching Chinese Big5 distribution at
hand when the magazine introduced
new developments.

Its successor “Open Foundry” is
intended to be published bi-weekly in
the form of an e-mail newsletter and
tries to sustain the functions of the hard-
copy magazine. Subscription is free of
charge. ■

http://ossf.iis.sinica.edu.tw/mailman/
listinfo/OpenFoundry



develop Debian into an operating system
designed to fulfill the requirements of
small non-profit organizations. Work-
shops held on the Debcamp covered e. g.
the requirements for Linux in schools –

no wonder as the “Skolelinux” project
(Norwegian for “school linux”) was
among the busy organizers of the event.■
http://www.debconf.org/debconf3/
debcamp.php
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The Center for Biological Sequence
Analysis (CBS), a division of the Techni-
cal University of Denmark, recently
decided to use the computing power of
Linux to create proteomic- and genomic-
based models of cells for virtual analysis
of complex biological processes. “The
Human Genome Project has provided us
with much of the data we need in order
to single out specific genes that might
correlate with known health problems,”
said Søren Brunak, founder, director and
bioinformatics professor at CBS. “We
now need to analyze this striking raw
data.” To do this, the center purchased
an SGI Altix supercluster with 64 Intel
Itanium 2 processors and 196 GB mem-
ory. The system, augmented by a 10 TB
storage system, enables CBS researchers
to further their basic research in the
fields of bioinformatics and computa-
tional biology with the penguin’s help. ■

http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/

■ Genome study with Linux
Summer in Norway’s capital Oslo has a
touch of free software this year: Orga-
nized by the Norwegian Unix User Group
(NUUG) it plays host to at least two major
free software events: the Debian confer-
ence “Debconf3” (which started
after this magazine went to print
and will be covered in issue 35)
and the preceding “Debcamp”,
July 12th to 17th. With more
than 120 attendees, the latter has
been the biggest free software
event in Norway so far.

Its purpose was to gather pro-
grammers working on different
projects related to the Debian
GNU/Linux distribution. Among
them were the distribution’s
installer, tools for automatic network
detection and system reconfiguration,
and a new subproject for non-profit orga-
nizations named “Debian-NP”. The latter
is an effort by Benjamin Mako Hill to

■ Free software summer in Oslo
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